
Drrty Rokka

4Lyn

here we go baby
oh you got a party goin’ on?
with bullshit people and bullshit songs
i guess my name’s on the guest list but if not
take a fuckin’ pen and write it down
i got a bad news for all those who got a problem with their nose
the cocaine that you bought from me is powder from a bakery
i will not tolerate this society anymore come on
now get the fuck from in front of me
v.i.p.’s like you ain’t nothing but a pain in everybodys holy …

chorus:
i’m a drrty rokka
a straight way rokka
i am scum i’m a bum i’m a white trash motherfucker
i’m a drrty rokka
your men’s cock blocker
i’m in charge now the number one chiefrokka
i’m a drrty rokka
a true blue rokka
i fuck up all you v.i.p. mothercukers
i’m a drrty rokka
and when i hit the door i want you to hit the floor for me

i got twenty people with me
that’s twenty more problems yes indeed
we don’t look classy that’s a fact
we look for trouble and we’re dressed in black
we crash this like it ain’t no thing
so hide your jewels and your pinky rings
we’ll ruin this place you wannabe’s
the codeword is disturb the peace
we don’t ask we take what belongs to us
we want more come on
so put the money in the bag now

v.i.p.’s like you ain’t nothing but a pain in everybodys holy …

it seems that some of you still don’t know who the fuck we are
we go by the name of “w.s.u.a.y.”
that means “we smack up all ya”
so if you wanna be a hero
do something
do something

2x chorus
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